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Méthode Cap Classique

Graham Beck Brut NV - Robertson        295

This benchmark bubbly is a beautiful harmony of lengthy chardonnay and fragrant pinot noir. 
It's perfectly woven with leesy warmth and gentle ripe grape �avours. Light yeasty aromas, good fruit 
on the nose, and rich creamy complexity on the palate. Fine mousse gives freshness and �nesse.

L’Omarins Blanc de Blancs – Western Cape        395

Lively �ne mousse. Bright and zesty lemon aromas tinged with subtle oyster shell and sour dough 
bread yeastiness, limestone and a faint hint of caramel. Similar refreshing exuberance in the mouth 
with lively fresh, lemon zest and grapefruit pith �avours balanced by a rich, rounded, toasty yeast 
element. The bubbly is tangy and vibrant while taut and focused with a long, lingering sour dough 
aftertaste.

Silverthorn Genie Rosé – Robertson         365

Made from Shiraz grapes, the wine holds a brilliant onion skin colour with a �ne mousse of 
dancing bubbles. The nose is distinctly exotic with wafts of rose water and Turkish Delight. Sherbet 
and refreshing strawberry �avours on the palate are backed up by a silky texture and a drawn-out 
aftertaste.
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Sauvignon Blanc

Ataraxia - Walker Bay          195

The wine shows an intriguing mélange of aromas and �avours - passion fruit and citrus as well as 
melon and pink grapefruit aromas with just a hint of green grass and �gs.  

Waterford – Elgin           209

A very focused style of Sauvignon blanc showing fresh granadilla and green apple fruit, with 
underlying chalk and slate notes con�rming the Elgin origin of the grapes. The palate is �nely 
textured with crisp fruit, fresh natural acidity, and a deceptively long �nish of �avours. A wine 
showing the true expression of Elgin terroir on Sauvignon blanc.    

Eikendal - Stellenbosch         175

Filled with lovely tropical fruit, melon, cape gooseberry, guava and a fresh grassy green aroma on the 
nose that follows through to the palate.   

La Motte - Franschhoek         149

This wine shows a distinct intensity of gooseberry, green apple, lime and pineapple to reveal its varietal 
characteristics.    

Mud House Sauvignon Blanc - New Zealand      195

A crisp and vibrant palate with concentrated fruit �avours. The classic green bean and tropical fruits on 
the front palate meld perfectly with the zesty grapefruit acidity giving the wine a juicy refreshing �nish.

Spring�eld Life from Stone - Robertson       215

Brilliant greenish in appearance, this is a dramatic wine full of ripe red peppers and passion fruit. 
It will mature to perfection within one year, into �avours of mineral and �int.

Sutherland – Elgin          159

Prominent aromas of fresh citrus and passion fruit. These follow through on the palate with a lovely 
long mineral �nish. This wine is fragrant and fruity with a dry, zesty �nish.  
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Chenin Blanc

Babylonstoren - Paarl          175

A light, crisp, dry wine that is fruit driven & juicy.  Unwooded and refreshing with lovely guava and 
melon �avours rounded o� with a hint of freshly cut grass and Peckham pear undertones.  

Welgegund – Wellington         269

Light green, with a touch of straw in the glass. The nose shows beautiful layers of citrus, lemon & 
lime, quince, stone fruit, nectarines, elder�ower, with a touch of oak evident. Freshness follows on 
the palate. The wine is well balanced, with rich creamy tones towards the end. 

Kleine Zalze Bush Vine - Stellenbosch       135

Tropical fruit aromas show on the nose and follow through to the palate - complemented by a 
long, clean, crisp aftertaste.  

Mooiplaas – Stellenbosch          185

Lovely straw colour. The nose is decidedly tropical with litchi, mango and summer melon �avours. 
There is good weight and balance on the palate with lovely minerality.  

Ken Forrester Reserve - Stellenbosch        215

Golden hued and full bodied, with melon and spicy baked apple aromas. Layered, with mineral notes
enhanced by honeycomb and caramel �avours from lees contact. This wine is a great example of the
harmonious balance which can be achieved between fruit and delicate oak/vanilla �avours, as they
combine to form complex, soft �avours with su�cient body to enhance even spicy and full �avoured
meals.   
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Chardonnay

Eikendal Janina Unwooded - Stellenbosch       145

Rich on the nose, exuding honey �avours, sweet apple, orange peel, lemon zest and beautiful 
perfume with an expression of energy. On the palate you have a rich entry with a broad 
mid-palate but the great gift is the exceptional minerality that comes after the richness, 
which keeps the palate tight and fresh.  

Eikendal - Stellenbosch         195

This wine is packed with freshness and hints of minerality, enriched with crisp, ripe pears, 
honeysuckle, orange peel, apple and honey. The palate is linear and features a tight 
minerality, with a creamy, fruity �nish of great length.  

Bouchard Finlayson Kaaimansgat – Overberg       275

Deliciously complex with fresh crisp fruit �avours. Gooseberry, sweet melon, Jasmine and rose 
petal all combine to build on layers of this taste discovery. The nutty and creamy components 
will enhance the development of the taste pro�le to allow for added interest as the wine matures!    

Journeys End – Stellenbosch         155

Clear and bright, straw with a hint of green. Expressive fruit, initially lemon and citrus, but under 
that, it’s more tropical and pineapple, all seamed through with crushed almond, savoury oak tones.
This is a layered, complex wine, the result of cool-grown fruit carefully handled, plus barrel selection. 
The palate is silky, with a tangy �nish from the fruit and acid combination, extending the �avours.
  

DeMorgenzon – Stellenbosch        209

This wine shows sweet vanilla and hints of almonds on the nose with a clean tropical fruit �nish. 
Delicate oak �avours support a rich and full fruit �avour in the mouth with layers of white peach, 
apricot, grapefruit and vanilla.  
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Interesting Whites

Babylonstoren Viognier – Paarl        219

This dry, slightly wooded, medium-bodied white wine is creamy with a �oral nose and lime zest 
�nish that provides the perfect balance to the depth of wood.  

Leeuwenkuil Marsanne – Voor-Paardeberg        195

Fragrant aromas of white blossom and ginger, ripe tropical fruit and vanilla are o�set by good 
acidity and minerally aftertaste.

Ashbourne Sauvignon Blanc Chardonnay – Walker Bay      139

Fresh, vibrant, perfumed Sauvignon blanc, �lled-out and enriched with a carefully judged unwooded 
Chardonnay component, make this a beautifully balanced and highly versatile wine.

Haute Cabriére Chardonnay Pinot Noir – Franschhoek      169

This enticing blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir shows elegant fruit underlined by �rm acidity. 
You will �nd an abundance of zesty fruit – most notably white peach, lychee and red fruit – with a 
delectable full mouth feel and balance.  

Rosé

De Grendel - Durbanville         149

Exceptionally �oral and perfumed on the nose with enticingly sweet nuances of lemon and lime carried 
out of the glass by wafts of Turkish delight and candy �oss. The sweet delight on the nose precedes a 
dry entry that bursts into juicy strawberry preserve layered with hints of jellybeans and caramel.  

Eikendal – Stellenbosch         135

This Rosé is focused on fresh sorbet and berry �avours, carried by beautiful acidity and tight structure. 
The wine �aunts a bright blush hue, which adds to the freshness and energy of the wine.   
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Pinot Noir

Mud House - New Zealand         265

Bold dark fruit �avours �ll the front palate and combine perfectly with the savoury spice oak notes. 
Fine acidity provides a lovely structure accentuated by the polished fruit and oak tannins.  

The Valley – Elgin          195

Rich fruit on the nose with some perfume and orange peel. There is a big mid-palate which is a bit 
rich with some ripe red fruit, but then tightens up the palate and adds that freshness, length and 
minerality.  

Merlot

Eikendal - Stellenbosch         219

Great purity, freshness and �nesse for this vintage. A di�cult vintage resulting a concentrated, 
fruit-driven, intense wine. Cherry, mulberry with a hint of earth. Very lean and fresh on the palate with 
remarkable  length and purity.  

Lyngrove Collection - Stellenbosch        155

Enthusiastic ruby red colour. Riper style of Merlot with mulberries and a hint of rosemary and mint. 
Soft tannins with a fresh acidity and velvety �nish.

Miravel - Helderberg          175

A lovely elegant wine showing red berries, chocolate and a hint of oak on the nose which continues 
through onto the palate with good fruit and minty �avours.  A smooth elegant merlot showing good 
tannin structure which is well balanced.  

Hartenberg – Stellenbosch         319

Notes of dark plum, cherry, violets and star anise on the bouquet. The palate is silky on entry and then 
shows a seamless transition to an elegant mid-palate. The palate shows furthered and black fruit, 
intermingled with spicy, cedary oak �avours. Tannins are �ne grained and well integrated, allowing for 
a long, velvety �nish.  
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Shiraz

Fairview - Paarl          185

Plummy fruit on the nose with a hint of sweet raspberry and splashes of opulent spice. The palate is 
complex and layered, revealing further fruit �avours and rich mouth feel.  

Andreas – Wellington          349

Beautiful deep ruby colour, with slightly pink edge and deep red core. On the nose, round, full with 
black fruit �avours of black cherries, plums and blueberries. Very expressive. Palate is well balanced 
with fruits of the forest, spice, black pepper, dark chocolate and co�ee. Wine shows well on the �nish 
with good presence of acidity and medium to high tannins, which indicate good longevity. 
Well-structured with good body.  

Gabriëlskloof - Bot Rivier         175

The nose shows typical Shiraz notes of white pepper, ginger and red berries. The wine has a 
palate-�lling mouthfeel with a creamy, velvety �nish. The intriguing pepper �avour lingers for a long 
aftertaste.  

Raka Biography - Walker Bay         219

Spicy aromas with hints of chocolate, co�ee and black fruit on the bouquet. These aromas follow 
through on a silky full bodied palate, with dried plum and pepper �avours.  

Leeuwenkuil – Swartland         135

This striking Shiraz shows opulent, bright fruit on the nose and a beautifully elegant palate of round 
tannins layered with clove spice, ripe cherries and violets.

Rainbows End – Stellenbosch        185

Deep brooding purple colour. Spices and black pepper on the nose. Full palate with smoky fynbos. 
Tangy tannins with a savoury aftertaste.

Guardian Peak – Western Cape        165

Smoky mulberry notes with hints of pomegranate, followed by beautiful aromas of cherries and roasted
 almonds. The dark fruit rose petal and Turkish delight �avours on the pallet balance harmoniously with 
the gentle tannin structure to create a well-rounded and accessible �nish.
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Pinotage

Kanonkop Kadette – Stellenbosch         205

A complex wine with hints of red fruit and mocha �avours. Elegant tannin structures with a good 
length and dry �nish.

Beyerskloof – Western Cape          159

Strong plum �avours with velvety tannins. Well structured, yet elegant and soft, medium-bodied 
with a fresh and superbly balanced �nish. Impressive for consistency, given the volume produced of 
this speci�c vintage. For a full �avoured experience we recommend drinking young.

Diemersfontein – Wellington         209

On the nose rich dark chocolate and powerful freshly brewed co�ee styling, with a hint of mint and 
baked plums. The palate shows distinct characters of co�ee and chocolate, which is balanced with 
smooth velvety tannins and a lingering aftertaste.

Fat Bastard – Robertson          195

A deep ruby red medium bodied wine with lush dark fruit and velvety integrated tannins. Rich plum 
and ripe dark fruit integrated with notes of chocolate and mocha on the nose and follows through to 
the palate. 

Eikendal – Stellebosch          229

This wine is a charming and light-bodied wine with great �nesse. On the nose an abundance of ripe 
strawberries and fresh cherries transpire. The palate shows a richness in �avour with very subtle hints 
of Burgundian oak with velvety tannins and a delightful, smooth �nish. 

Doolhof Dark Lady – Wellington         165

Youthful purple, fresh in colour. A mocha explosion with dark chocolate, rich black fruit, almonds and 
black cherries on the nose. All these elements follow through adding complexity and depth on the palate. 
Light to medium body with �rm, well integrated tannins. Lovely fruit and wood balance, this wine is made 
to enjoy young.
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Cabernet Sauvignon

Eikendal – Stellenbosch          215

Ripe red fruits, with hints of tobacco, chocolate, mint and spice �avours. Sophisticated oak integration 
and lively acidity, with �rm tannins.

Oldenberg – Stellenbosch          379

Brilliant, deep red colour on the wines. The aromatic expression is one of raspberries and cherries, with
 sage contributing a savoury note. Plump and succulent on the palate, rich with raspberries, cherries, 
mulberries and blackberries. Pleasant, lingering �nish leaving a co�ee expression in the mouth. 
Tannins are grippy and �nely structured.

Flagstone Poetry – Western Cape         135

This Cabernet Sauvignon is an opulent, warm ruby red. Showing a complex character on the nose, the 
palate tempts the taste buds with a combination of red and dark fruit, mint and mocha, all integrated 
with wood. Depth is created by underpinnings of sweetness and spice.

Usana – Stellenbosch          179

The Usana Cabernet Sauvignon is a medium to full bodied wine with soft tannins. It has a rich, ruby 
coloured, is soft on the palate and displays typical hints of dark berries, spice, cigar box and a touch 
of vanilla. It is a beautifully balanced wine.   

Interesting Reds

Doolhof Single Vineyard Collection Malbec - Wellington     239

Intense dark purple with black cherry, a hint of eucalyptus and mint and to the fore with fynbos and 
a touch of sandal wood. The palate shows freshness and youth with juicy fruit, good structure and 
soft, well integrated tannins.

Leeuwenkuil Grenache Noir– Swartland        195

This medium-bodied wine has the rich aromas of berry compote. Its silky palate of mouth-�lling red 
and black cherry �avours with nuances of liquorice and �ve spice is enhanced by gentle tannins that 
contribute to its depth and length.

Onderkloof Cabernet Franc– Stellenbosch        159

The Cabernet Franc is a harmonious, balanced wine. The strong body is well combined with a spicy 
nose. The compote aromas combine very well with the wood aromas from the French barrels, which 
all together gives this wine its elegant character.
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Red Blends

Eikendal Charisma – Stellenbosch         169 

Rhône meets Spain meets Italy! New world, fruit driven, upfront style. Intense fruit on the nose which 
follows through on the palate. Silky tannins with a hint of sweetness ensure a smooth wine with 
delicious juicy fruit.

Rupert & Rothschild Classique – Franschhoek       295 

Vibrant �avours of young berries, plums, liquorice and cassis with a hint of coriander and white pepper 
and a fresh, long �nish.

Vergelegen Cabernet Sauvignon/Merlot – Helderberg      215 

Clarit-like aromas of black and red currant, couee, tobacco mocha and sexy oak.

Meerlust Rubicon – Stellenbosch         649

Incredibly dense purple-ebony core with very slight gradation at the rim. The nose is brooding, dark 
bramble fruit, cassis, plum, incense and liquorice, it is still very tightly coiled, slowly o�ering cigar box, 
crushed stone and subtle oak spice. On the palate the wine is concentrated yet restrained with dark 
fruit �avours of pastille, mulberry and dark chocolate, all held in an intricate lattice of polished sleek 
grape tannin.

Eikendal Classique – Stellenbosch         395

Marvellous full �avours are entwined throughout, with strains of oak, spice, chocolate, tobacco and 
mint, all leading to a very smooth �nish. It shows a rich, well-structured body and �ne tannins. 

Alchemy – Western Cape          149

The Syrah provides the sturdy structure of the blend and is sourced from stony Stellenbosch soils, 
with a deep clay under layer, making life tough for this hardy grape variety. The Grenache from 
Wellington gives a strawberry bouquet and is seamlessly soft on the palate. The Mourvedre is also f
rom Stellenbosch and lends a beguiling silky mouth feel to the blend.

House Wine (Per Glass 250ml)

Sauvignon Blanc           45
Chenin Blanc            45
Chardonnay            45
Rosé             45
Merlot             48
Shiraz             48
Pinotage            65
Cabernet Sauvignon           48
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